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autonomous language learning setting up a study
tour
paul cunningham rikkyorikayo university japan

language learning has often been systematically broken down into parts most notably

reading writing listening and speaking these so called skill areas are sometimes grouped

into passive and active skills these parts have been further divided and categorized but is

this all necessary what follows isis a short report on a content based course that was offered

to a group of second year tourism majors at rikkyorikayo university inin japan

each of the 15 students in this semester long elective english course was assigned to one

of four groups each group was asked to set up a study abroadhomestay program in the USA

each group had one student with previous experience inin this area who served as the leader

each of the leaders had set up and launched a real tour with the author earlier inin the year

some of the general topics students were asked to look into were october selecting

a region university or ELI program and thematizingthernatizing the tour november working out

the details of the program accommodations daily schedule and creating a handbook

december deciding on airline reservations travelers insuranceinsurance and advertising

campaign january completing a group presentation a completed program handbook and

a promotional flier rather than lead the students each step of the way the instructor

followed the students interests and needs and provided information and advice as required

class met in an informal workshop style for the beginning and the end of each 90

minute weekly period students then elected to leave the classroom and go to the

computer lab or library when they were ready to do so on occasionoccasion some groups

chose to remainremain inin the classroom for the entire time working with materials they had

brought into the class with them virtually all the information gathering and inquiries

made took place on the internet all student initiated inquiries made viavlaviavla the internet or

email were real the students for example contacted the appropriate person at the

hosting university inin order to obtain the information they needed students were
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cautioned to make it clear that they were working on a research project that would not

necessarily lead to a tour

classroom management was a challenge for the students that isis most of them

responded well to all of the freedom they were given by creating a schedule setting

deadlines and meeting with group members outside of class for one group of students

it was perhaps a bit too much freedom which was reflected inin the length of time it took

for them to get started in an effort to stay inin touch with each of the students they were

required to keep a journal which they would emaile mail the instructor at the beginning of
each week this information proved to be very helpful in directing the instructors
attention inin the following class as well as in keeping him abreast of how the projects
were progressing here are some excerpts from the electronic journals I11

the first one isis from nozominokomi ebata

hello this isisnozomiebatanozominokomi ebata isentyouI1 sent you this email to tellyoutelitell you what I1I1 my

group am doing

my group chosen outdoor field studies program sponsored by yeloowyellow

stone nationalparknational park maybe would would take up this as main study

in the last classweclasseeclasclassciasswewe also decided to combineconbine this YEYESS program with
university s ESL program I1I1 search ESL or programsforprograms forhorbor international students

at montana state university because it is relatively close to the park then I1I1
couldncoulden t check whether it has anyprogramsforany programs formor international student or not but

later I1I1 could confirm it so it isis possibleforpossible jorforror us to put both together

but I1I1 have a problem about cost putting both together we are inevitable
to expensivefeesexpensive heesfees I1I1 think we have to also discuss the cost problem

that allforalldorallaliail for today I1I1 will send you mailemaile again

chong felfei meng provides another example

from our research we found that the english language programs that
university of california irvine provide are the most suitable program for us to

plan a study tour to US I1I1 have gone through the homepagehomepage related to the

english language program and I1I1 could only found the basic informations to
gain a deeper understanding and details about it I1I1 have send e mail to them for
more informations thethefollowingfollowing are the replyreplyrompomhomhromfrombromrom them I1I1 would like to ask
mr cunninghamcunmnghamcuningham to give me advice on how to responceresponderesponce to this reply and also
what s the next step I1I1 couldproceedcouldcouly proceed in order to make our as sigment a smooth
and successful one

1 these journals entries are unedited and have been printed with the permission of the authors
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three of the four finished projects were very well done one of them was

exceptionally impressive nearly complete enough to launch as a tour it was hoped

that by giving these tourism majors an interesting and relevant project to work on that

they would develop some valuable skills related to tourism while learning english

class was conducted exclusively in english as was most of the research and all of the

correspondence on the internet

overall the students seemed to enjoy this research project and appeared to be

genuinely surprised at how well they did here are a couple of samples2samples 2 of what

students thought about the course

satoshi hirano writes

I1 think I1I1 did my best on the work much more than other subjects the
main point of the tour was tourism and I1I1 was think to make it real it was

just a project but it had a lot more to me I1I1 made a tour what I1I1 really what to

participate I1I1 really enjoyed the work on the project I1I1 had to set up thingsfromthinesthings from
scratch and I1I1 realized that I1I1 had made progress at this kind of things through
the OSP another project

another student akihide takei writes about the class in the following way

well I1I1 think I1I1 learned that I1I1 can communicate with any institution using
email after taking eigo ensyuensyl 2 the name of the course I1 iveelfeelifeel like I1I1 can get
and use vanolusvariovarlovarioiusiuslus information from all over the world aggressively I1I1 think
the experience this class give us isis worthwhile for kanko tourism students
some of the kanko students want to workworkforfor the travel agency those who what
to workworkforfor such a place should have the experience like that but other classes
don t give us such an opportunity it was thefirstthe first timetimeforfor almost all the students
to create and organize a tour inin eugo ensylensyu 2 1I1 think so the class was
worthwhileworthwhileforfor most of the students

the instructor also found this style of working with students greatly rewarding and

more inin line with what learning isis all about the informal exploration ononentedi entedanted

approach seemed to build confidence among the students

2thesethese samples are unedited except for the parenthetical information added for the sake of
clarity and have been printed with permission of the authors
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language learning histories
brad deacon nanzanjanzan university japan

until I1 ifinishedfinished writing this topic I1I1 did many things makingamindmaking a mind
map editing rewriting reading typing etc thanks to this work I1

could improve my english ability yurlyuriyun

afiifiif I1 am disappointed at learning english once I1I1 read my LLH I1I1 will

be able to have powerpower19 hisashi

introduction

one common topic to all students isis language learning so why not take advantage

of students rich english learning experiences in the classroomclassroom9classrooms9 in this paper I1 will

trace the development of a project on language learning histories LLHs that allowed
my learners to examinereexaminere their language learning inin detail and develop their writing
skills I1 will also highlight student comments using pseudonyms to show the value

they perceived in the various stages of the project finally I1 will include suggestions
for teachers to maximize the use of LLHs inin their own classes

why LLHs

beginning with topics that are familiar to students builds confidence motivation
and interest LLHs in particular build confidence because students are experts on their
LLH they are motivated to share their personally meaningful stories and to listen to

others furthenburthenfurthermorenore excitement and inspiration abound when students notice
similarities differences and uniqueness in each others stonesstories my process in this

project provides students with valuable opportunities to develop self awareness

awareness of others and the ability to notice valuable insights in language learning

these insights can then be reflected on and serve as anchors for future reference the
process below also builds in a variety of useful sub skills which assist students in

becoming more effective learners in general and writers in particular

the LLH process

below is an outline of the development of the LLH process each step is closely

connected and can be applied to other topics too

starter questions

first I1 provide students will consciousness raising questions on the LLH theme in
order to activate schema I1 encourage them to also ask their own questions during ten
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minute timed conversations deacon 20012001 that are held with variousvarious partners in class

I1 say the following questions may help you to think generally about your english

history

talk about your experiences learning english inin high school other schools and

personal study

what impact did your teachers or other people have on your learning

what experiences have you had overseas

why are you learning english

have your attitudes beliefs thoughts and feeling towards english changed

how why

what advice have you received that has helped you to leamlearn

what advice would you give to other learners like yourself

mind maps

next students write mind maps buzan 1994 for homework adding colors

pictures and key words to visually illustrate their LLHs in the following lesson they

share their mind maps with partners who provide cues such as tell me about your

mind map tell me more about this part and what more do you want to add to your

mind map

then the students add andor delete parts of their mind maps by taking into

consideration their peers feedback they notice the common themes highlight the

main points and number each point either chronologically or in order of importance

students then discuss their mind maps with new partners and continue to help each other

to further organize and clarify the visual and logical arrangement of their ideas some

questions that help to structure the discussion and influence the arrangement of ideas at

this stage include whats the most important point why and whats the next

most important point why

mind mapping makes my thinking clear yusuke

mind mapping was useful for me because I1I1 had never thought
deeply about myself I1I1 remembered my experience and knew myself
I1I1 thought it s a very important thing yukiko
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reading LLHs from previous years

I1 provide students with LLILLIIsLLHsIs from their peers in former years inin order to stimulate

furtherfarthermarthermanther discussion and expose them to various other insights on language learning they
also serve as wonderful linguistic models because these LLHs represent the final

version of the project writing process

I1 thought the textfromtext from last year s students was very useful because
first if I1 couldncoulden t understand how I1I1 should write I1 could learn a good
idideaeafromfrom the text tae

it waswadjunwasjunjunfun and helpful to read OG s old girls LLH makiko

writing the first LLH draft

students take their refined mind maps home and use them to write a first LLH draft

then they read over the draft and reflect by asking what details best communicate
what I1 want to say at this point the focus isis on noticing whether or not the ideas are

clear and arranged in a logical order they are told that editing for grammar spelling

punctuation and other elements of style will come later

editing for content

in the next lesson students share their writing with a few partners peer editors who
write comments such as 1I really like the idea you mentioned about 11 or wow
I1 had a similar experience when I1 was in high school or what does this part mean

they focus primarily on the content

I1 think it is important to know other person s comments they let
me know what is lacking in my paper and what they want to know
Redrafting is also important because I1I1 remember more things that I1I1
want to write when I1I1 do redrafting mari

I1 think that pair sharing with my peer is useful and interesting
because when I1I1 wrote my LLH I1I1 thought it s perfect for me however
when my peer read it there was aparta part which she couldnt understand
so she helped me to write a better LLH miki

Redrafting

then students rewritere write their drafts using their partners suggestions afterwards
they carefully self edit for grammar spelling and punctuation first and later through
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exchanging papers with a few peers finally they prepare new drafts which I1 read

comment on and return

draftingredraftingRe was very usefulforfulforusefuluse jorforror me once I1I1 write sentences I1I1 never
read the sentences usually but when I1I1 did redraft I1I1 had read mymypaperspapers
again I1I1 think it made my writing ability improve yuka

publishing

on a suggestion from a colleague tim murphey personal correspondence I1 now

publish the final drafts of students LLILLIIsLLHsIs as a booklet to reduce my workload students

send their histories as email attachments I1 then print organize and create a volume for

each contributing author

conclusion

the LLH project isis a useful and interesting experience in learning to write and

communicate about personally meaningful content for students it is also a chance to

develop writing skills by following a carefully structured writing process the project

becomes even more exciting inin later years as students take advantage of the historically

situated narratives of their predecessors allow me to conclude with a few insightful

LLH author comments

I1 eienjoyedenjoedofedoyed writingwilting the LLH because I1I1 could aindfindannd that I1I1 had many
experiencesexpel lences to learn english in fact I1 forgotiforgot mymv feeling whenitenlien I1I1 learned
english hoiforboi the first time but thanks to this llhirememberLLH I1 rememberremembef thisfieelingthis feeling
natsu

I1I1 read mmyv wwritingitingbiting again and again then I1I1 corrected many mistakes
bvby mmyself and tn friendsyjiends and also you Re drafting made sentences
clear and easaasearveasvv to readleadleab and understand I1I1 had never thought about
history like tinsthis it was interesting thinking about my histonhistoihistoryy made
me think about mmyfitturemYfitfutureture norienone

note this article was assisted by the generosity of a pache research subsidy IAI A from nanzanjanzan
university
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